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MAY IT PLEASE THE PANEL: 

1 As referred to in opening, CAPG has refined the relief it is pursuing in 

response to: 

1.1 Discussions with Council staff and other relevant submitters; 

and 

1.2 The Revised Proposal.1 

Principal Relief Sought – Acceptance of existing levels of vehicle 

movements 

2 The CAPG is no longer seeking higher “trigger” levels in the HTG 

Rule2 for quarrying activities.  Rather, it is seeking the exemption now 

proposed by Council for existing levels of traffic in urban areas3 be 

extended to existing levels of traffic from activities in the Quarry Zone.   

3 For clarity, it is not seeking an absolute exemption - such that quarries 

within the Quarry Zone would never be subject to the limitations of the 

HTG Rule.  If, as Dr Mitchell was asking, a quarry were to increase its 

operations so it generated 250 vpd more than currently being 

generated, it would need consent.   

4 The effect of CAPG’s request would also be that any undeveloped 

land in the Quarry Zone will need consent if it commences operations 

and those operations generate more than 250 vpd. 

5 Its request would not affect the status of existing quarries outside of 

the Rural Quarry Zone and in any event, all of those quarries operate 

under resource consents rather than existing use rights.4   

6 The reasons for this request are: 

                                                      
1
 As set out in Attachment A of the Joint Memorandum of Counsel for Christchurch City Council and Listed 

Submitters Recording Further areas of agreement between expert witnesses on the Transport (Part) 
Proposal (26 June 2015) (Joint Memorandum). 
2
 Rule 7.2.3.10  

3
 Rule 7.2.3.10 (5)(a): For the purposes of calculating the thresholds in Rule 7.2.3.10 (and table 7.1) for 

existing activities with access to urban roads, the level of trip generation / scale of activity that existed prior 
to the plan becoming operative will not be included…  
4
 Brief of Evidence of Brian Warren on behalf of the Canterbury Aggregate Producers Group (10 June 

2017) at [26] 
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6.1 The Council is proposing an exemption for existing activities5, 

but not existing quarries; 

6.2 The primary reason for Council’s proposal is to reduce reliance 

on the resource consent process, in recognition of the 

difficulties associated with establishing existing use rights;6 

6.3 The CAPG is acutely aware of how difficult it can be to 

establish existing use rights for long-established quarries – for 

example, the recent litigation around Saddle Hill quarry in 

Dunedin7 and previous litigation relating to a bentonite mine in 

Coalgate, Selwyn District;8 

6.4 The sole reason given in Council’s evidence for not extending 

this exemption to non-urban roads (or quarries) is potential 

safety effects;9 

6.5 The quarries that would benefit from this exemption are 

existing.  Council’s evidence does not identify any actual safety 

concerns; 

6.6 Mr Falconer cites “wear and tear” as one of the key reasons for 

quarries having to obtain consent under the HTG Rule.10  He 

relies on Mr Roberts’ expert transport evidence in this regard.11  

However, the Mr Roberts’ evidence is about an appropriate 

trigger for consent for quarries bearing in mind …the proposed 

exemption for activities existing at the time the Proposal 

becomes operative.12  It does not go toward the question of 

whether existing activities should be accepted; 

6.7 Heavy vehicles are levied for the “wear and tear” they cause 

under the Road Users Charges Act 2012, whether or not 

existing use rights or planning permission under the RMA 

exists.  These charges differ according to the damage-potential 

                                                      
5
 Rule 7.2.3.10(5)(a) 

6
 Statement of Evidence of David Ian Falconer (26 May 2015) at [18.27] 

7
 Dunedin City Council v Saddle Views Estate Limited [2013] NZEnvC 228 

8
 Re Omya New Zealand Ltd [2004] NZRMA 104 

9
 Evidence of Mr Falconer at [18.28] 

10
 Rebuttal Evidence of David Ian Falconer on behalf of Christchurch City Council (17 June 2015) at [17.1] 

11
 Rebuttal Evidence of Mr Falconer at [17.1]: I rely on Mr Roberts’ evidence on this issue (section 8 of his 

rebuttal evidence).   
12

 Rebuttal Evidence of Paul James Roberts on Behalf of Christchurch City Council (17 June 2015) at [8.8]. 
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of vehicles (bigger vehicles pay more).13  As Mr Winchester 

noted in his cross-examination,14 this is a levy payable to the 

Crown however it is a levy used for several purposes including 

being given to local councils for the maintenance of local 

roads.15 The NZTA website advises:16 

Over the 2015-18 NLTP [National Land Transport 
Programme] period $489m has been allocated for local road 
and $56m for state highway maintenance and renewals 
respectively. This is an increase of $37m for local roads over 
the last three-year period. 

Costs and Benefits of extending Council’s proposed exemption 

7 The costs of the CAPG’s (now) preferred relief is limited to the cost of 

what is occurring right now.  Council’s evidence does not identify any 

actual costs and only notes a potential for safety concerns to arise on 

non-urban roads.17  This, in Council’s evidence, is the sole 

distinguishing factor between why the exemption is appropriate for 

urban activities but not non-urban activities generally.  It does not 

address existing quarry activities specifically. 

8 Mr Falconer notes the 250 heavy vehicle trip threshold is consistent 

with the thresholds in the operative City Plan18.  That is correct.  If 

Council believed there were non-compliances (as alluded to in 

questioning of Mr Ensor19) it has had the regulatory framework in 

place to address this for a considerable time now.   

9 The Replacement Plan provisions are no worse for unconsented 

quarries than they are at present – but they are also no better.  Rather 

than spending another district plan cycle wondering if Council will put 

them to proof of existing use rights20 - bearing in mind this tends to get 

                                                      
13

 “Road user charges (RUC) and petrol excise duty (PED) increases - questions and answers” (1 July 
2015) Ministry of Transport < 
http://www.transport.govt.nz/legislation/regulations/roaduserchargesregulations/rucandpedincreases/> 
“What is the cost allocation model?”  
14

 Hearing Transcript, 30 June 2015, page 200 at lines 6 to 12. 
15

 “2015-18 National Land Transport Programme - Revenue and Investment Flows” (2015) New Zealand 
Transport Agency <http://beta.nzta.govt.nz/planning-and-investment/2015-18-national-land-transport-
programme/about-the-2015-18-national-land-transport-programme/revenue-and-investment-flows/> shows 
the Road user charges are used to invest in Road improvements and Road maintenance. 
16

 “2015-18 National Land Transport Programme - NLTP in the regions - Greater Christchurch” (2015) New 
Zealand Transport Agency <http://beta.nzta.govt.nz/planning-and-investment/2015-18-national-land-
transport-programme/nltp-in-the-regions/greater-christchurch/#regional-numbers>  
17

 Statement of Evidence of Mr Falconer at [18.28] 
18

 Rebuttal Evidence of Mr Falconer at [18.6]  
19

 Hearing Transcript, 30 June 2015, page 196 at lines 4 to 36  
20

 Waitakere Forestry Park Limited v Waitakere City Council A077/94 at p3. 

http://www.transport.govt.nz/legislation/regulations/roaduserchargesregulations/rucandpedincreases/
http://beta.nzta.govt.nz/planning-and-investment/2015-18-national-land-transport-programme/about-the-2015-18-national-land-transport-programme/revenue-and-investment-flows/
http://beta.nzta.govt.nz/planning-and-investment/2015-18-national-land-transport-programme/about-the-2015-18-national-land-transport-programme/revenue-and-investment-flows/
http://beta.nzta.govt.nz/planning-and-investment/2015-18-national-land-transport-programme/nltp-in-the-regions/greater-christchurch/#regional-numbers
http://beta.nzta.govt.nz/planning-and-investment/2015-18-national-land-transport-programme/nltp-in-the-regions/greater-christchurch/#regional-numbers
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more difficult as time elapses21 - operators seek the certainty that 

comes with status quo being accepted.  They identify this as a key 

benefit. 

10 Regularising what happens now also has the benefit of certainty for 

surrounding areas22 and reduces monitoring complexity for Council.23   

11 It is submitted the costs of establishing existing use rights can be high.  

The complexity of the exercise increases the longer an activity has 

been established.  When confronted with an allegation existing use 

rights do not exist for a current activity: 

11.1 The onus rests with the person undertaking the activity to 

prove existing use rights;24 

11.2 The person undertaking the activity has to establish what the 

intensity, scale and character of effects of the activity are.25  It 

is submitted this requires a comprehensive assessment of the 

effects of the activity over a period of time26: 

The existing use is not established simply on the date 

the rule comes into force.  One does not take a single 

photograph of the effects of the activity on the relevant 

date; it is necessary to look at a “movie” of the effects 

of the activity over the year either side of that 

date…and to ascertain how those effects vary in 

intensity, scale and character over that time…   

11.3 The person is also required to prove lawful establishment.  

This is not a matter of just looking into when the activity was 

first established.  The finding of the Court in Saddle Views 

Estate was that “lawfully established” requires: 

…the local authority to be satisfied both that the 

activity was lawfully established when it first 

                                                      
21

 Hearing Transcript, 30 June 2015, page 105 at lines 14 to 19. 
22

 Hearing Transcript, 30 June 2015, page 105 at lines 35 to 39 
23

 Hearing Transcript, 30 June 2015, pages 105-106 at lines 40 to 5. 
24

 Waitakere Forestry Park at p3. 
25

 Section 10(1)(a)(ii) of the RMA. 
26

 Saddle Views Estate at [76] 
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commenced and remained so under each new 

district plan thereafter.   

This requires an analysis of whether what was happening at 

the time every regulation proscribing what could happen (most 

likely a plan rule) came into effect.  In Saddle Views Estate the 

quarry in question had a 63 year history,27 the first relevant 

control on quarrying came into effect on 25 October 195728 and 

there were held to be a four dates at which quarrying activity 

had to be lawfully established.29  

12 It is the cost (time and resources) associated with this process that 

concerns the CAPG members the most.  This is particularly acute at 

the present time when any embroilment in a process around existing 

use rights would be a distraction and divert resource away from 

business-as-usual activities, which are essential to the rebuild and 

recovery of Christchurch.30   

13 There is no case law either way on whether, as a general proposition, 

it is inappropriate to require a major industry to rely on existing use 

rights.31  However, it is submitted in the particular circumstances of 

Christchurch and in light of the Statement of Expectations32 and 

Strategic Objective 3.3.15(d) and further in light of the relative costs 

and benefits, it is inappropriate in this case. 

Controlled activity status – limitations on conditions 

14 As outlined in opening, CAPG seeks controlled status for 

infringements of the HTG Rule in the Quarry Zone.  If it is 

unsuccessful in obtaining an extension of the exemption for existing 

activities, this becomes a more important issue because the chance of 

existing quarries having to obtain consent for their heavy vehicle 

                                                      
27

 At [1] 
28

 At [32]. 
29

 At [99]. 
30

 Brief of Evidence of Brian Warren on behalf of the Canterbury Aggregate Producers Group (Submitter 
No.886) at [20], [23] to [24]; Strategic Objective 3.3.15(d). 
31

 Port Otago Limited v the Dunedin City Council HC Dunedin AP112/93, 15 November 1993 at p5-6 where 
his Honour Tipping J states: I note Mr Andersen’s submission that it was not appropriate to require a major 
industry to rely on existing use rights.  Whether that may or may not be true as a general proposition it 
seems to me that in the particular circumstances of this case the solution adopted by the Tribunal cannot 
be characterised as unreasonable.  
32

 Schedule 4(a)(i) of the Canterbury Earthquake (Christchurch Replacement District Plan) Order 2014. 
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movements are higher33.  They seek certainty of knowing their 

quarrying activities can continue – what comes out of the ground can 

go out of the gate. 

15 It is respectfully submitted the Council has taken a narrow view of the 

extent to which conditions can lawfully modify a controlled activity 

proposal. 

16 While an application for a controlled activity cannot be declined. 

Conditions may be imposed under s 108 of the RMA for matters over 

which the Council has reserved control in its Plan.34 

17 It is accepted a condition cannot be imposed that would render the 

grant of consent nugatory35 but it is not accepted a condition cannot 

modify a proposal, for example by relocating the access way. 

18 For example, it would be invalid to grant a discharge to air consent 

subject to a condition preventing any discharges beyond the boundary 

of the site in circumstances where it is impossible to prevent such 

discharges altogether.  However, it is entirely lawful to limit the extent 

and nature of discharges beyond the boundary of the site.36 

19 There is relatively little in the way of case law on this precise point.  

This is perhaps not surprising given most controlled activity consents 

do not find their way to the Environment Court.  

20 Detailed judicial consideration of this matter is found in Aqua King Ltd 

v Marlborough District Council.37  This was a decision devoted solely 

to the question of whether a particular condition was unlawful on the 

basis it effectively declined an application for a controlled activity.  

21 To provide some context, the salient facts of the case can be 

described as follows: 

21.1 An application was made to establish a marine farm using 

standard surface long line methods; 

                                                      
33

 As per the reasoning in the Statement of evidence of David Ian Falconer at [18.27]. 
34

 Section 104A of the RMA 
35

 Lyttleton Port Company Ltd v Canterbury Regional Council C008/01 at p 11; Ravensdown Growing 
Media Ltd v Southland Regional Council C194/00 at p 2-3 
36

 Ravensdown at p 2-3 
37

 Aqua King Ltd v Marlborough District Council W038/98 
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21.2 The application was for a marine farm, which was a controlled 

activity.  The definition of marine farm expressly included both 

surface and sub-surface structures; 

21.3 The Council’s decision imposed a condition of consent 

requiring the marine farm to be sub-surface, as opposed to the 

surface long lines applied for; 

21.4 The matters over which control was retained by the Council 

included matters of navigational safety and the effects of any 

marine farming related structures.  The Council had not 

retained control over the type of structure that may be utilised 

to undertake marine farming. 

22 In considering the condition of concern, the Court determined the 

central issue was whether altering the structures used was merely a 

limitation of the consent or a fundamental change to what was 

originally proposed.38 

23 In summary, the Court found that the type of structure used to 

undertake the marine farming was so integral and significant to the 

proposal that the two methods could not be treated as 

interchangeable.  Consequently, the Court held that where an 

application specifically applied for one method (i.e. surface long lines) 

the Council could not impose by way of conditions a requirement to 

undertake the activity by a different method. 

24 Important to the Court’s findings in this regard was its conclusion that 

the Council must have considered the potential effect of both methods 

before setting the areas within which their use would be a controlled 

activity.  It considered that either both methods of marine farming are 

controlled activities or they are not.  Accordingly, to grant consent only 

for one of those methods was effectively to decline the consent 

applied for. 

25 In reaching this conclusion, the Court expressly noted that the 

structures themselves could, however, validly be controlled and limited 

through conditions.  By way of example, the Court stated that matters 

                                                      
38

 Aqua King at [25] 
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such as the number and length of lines and floats, colouration of 

equipment and lighting may be appropriately included in the 

conditions, having regard to the scope of the Council’s discretion 

under its assessment criteria.39  It is noted that in the context of a 

surface marine farm, imposing conditions as to the number and length 

of long lines and/or the number of buoys could potentially reduce the 

scale and extent of the activity considerably. 

26 Aqua King can be compared to Dudin40 where the Court found 

relocation of a building platform to be acceptable as a matter of law. 

27 While it will always be a matter of case-by-case consideration, it is 

submitted a council has the ability to limit and alter a consent applied 

for through conditions, provided it does not fundamentally change 

what was originally proposed.  In my submission a supermarket with a 

different access point would fundamentally be the same activity.   

Amenity effects from vehicle movements associated with quarries 

28 Mr Falconer has accepted there is disagreement between the expert 

planners on how broad or narrow the amenity effect assessment might 

be41 under 7.3.19(2).   It is noted Ms McLeod’s support for this 

assessment matter is linked to her understanding that a narrow 

enquiry is called for, which does not give rise to the uncertainty, 

duplication or risk of resource consent being declined …nor does the 

assessment matter invite a consideration of noise within the Transport 

Zone42.  

29 Mr Falconer and Mr Roberts express the view noise and dust effects 

from traffic entering and exiting quarries could be taken into account43.  

As explained by Mr Warren, these effects from vehicle movements are 

often the most contentious part of a quarrying proposal44.   It is 

submitted such effects go to the very heart of the suitability of a 

quarrying activity in a particular location.   

                                                      
39

 At [29] and [39]. 
40

 Dudin v Whangarei District Council EnvC Auckland A022/07, 30 March 2007 
41

 Hearing Transcript, 30 June 2015, page 106-107 at lines 43 to 1 
42

 Statement of Evidence of Ainsley Jean McLeod on behalf of the Crown (10 June 2015) at [4.21] 
43

 Rebuttal Evidence of Mr Falconer at [18.2] and Rebuttal Evidence of Mr Roberts at [7.5]. 
44

 Transcript reference was in Brian’s summary statement 
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30 The CAPG is concerned at the level of disagreement between 

planning experts as to what this assessment matter requires.  The ITA 

Guidelines do not mention assessment of these effects45 yet the HTG 

Rule tells plan users that if they prepare an ITA in accordance with the 

Guidelines it will enable assessment of the matters in 7.3.19.  It is 

submitted this lack of clarity and evident room for debate is 

inappropriate and fails to meet Strategic Objective 3.3.2(c).  

31 Mr Falconer accepted the Quarry Zone anticipates high levels of 

heavy vehicle movements46.  This is consistent with the operative 

Plan’s description of the Zone as a compromise which takes into 

account the longstanding pattern of quarry zoning west of the city and 

its anticipated environmental results, which include some unavoidable 

adverse effects…particularly noise, dust, traffic and visual detraction47.  

It is also consistent with the section 32 Report for Stage 2 where it 

explains the proposed approach seeks to retain the existing rural 

quarry zones, allowing them to ‘play out’ and be rehabilitated…48 

32 The CAPG maintains its submission this assessment matter should 

not be so wide as to invite consideration of effects on amenity from 

high numbers of heavy vehicle movements, such as dust and noise.  If 

the assessment matter is to be narrow – as Ms McLeod supports it 

being - greater clarification needs to be included in the Plan to avoid 

unnecessary argument at the time of a consent application.  CAPG’s 

preferred approach for quarries within the Quarry Zone, is that this 

assessment matter does not apply at all.  For quarries outside the 

Quarry Zone, all amenity effects will be assessed anyway. 

Dated this 1st day of July 2015 

 

 

 

_____________________ 

A C Limmer 

Counsel for Canterbury Aggregate Producers Group 

                                                      
45

 Hearing Transcript, 30 June 2015, page 108 at lines 27 tp44 and page 109 lines 1 to 2 
46

 Hearing Transcript, 30 June 2015, page 106 at lines 12 to 16. 
47

 Operative Christchurch City Plan, Volume 3, Part 4, section 1.10. 
48

 Section 32 Report for Rural Chapter 17 at p73. 


